EXTRA OPTIONS:
LUXE BOAT:
Besides our 2 fully equipped carpboats we also have a new luxury boat. What is the
difference? A higher tent that allowing you to stand straight, a kitchen block with a big
fridge, outdoor shower, USB connection next to your bed. Do you want a nice upgrade?
Price: € 150,-

FRESH START ON THE BOAT:
It is a possibility to arrive one day earlier and stay the night in our luxurious tent in our
garden. This includes diner and breakfast and you can already throw out your rods J
Price: € 40,- p.p.

BAIT:
Bait Experience boilies in collaboration with Dutch Bait Company.
Based on our experience with the river we put together our own boilie in collaboration with
Dutch Bait Company.
Price: 25 kg € 5,75
Price: from 50 kg € 5,50
Price: from 100 kg € 5,25

TRAILER THE BOAT TO ANOTHER STRETCH:
It is possible to take the boat to another stretch/lake. The price depends on the place where
we take the boat.
From € 150,-.

TRANSFER AIRPORT:
Do you prefer flying because it is almost the same price as paying toll road in France? We
pick you up and take you back to the airport in Bergerac.
Price Bergerac: € 80,-

FRIGDE ON GAS:
Nice cold drinks on a warm and sunny day? And always cooled food? Indispensable!
Price: € 40,- weekly

BOEIENSYSTEM:
On de Lot you find a lot of obstacles, herefore we have the boeiensystem that works very
well! If you choose the boeiensystem we advise you to take 3 systems, 2 for the outside rods
and 1 spare.
Price: € 10 per system.

PRE BAITING:
A well prepared start? We can pre bait several spots a couple of days in advance so you
already have one step ahead!
Price: 25,- (2 spots prebaiting on 1 day) excl. bolies.

SUPERMARKT RUN:
We offer a delivery service for fresh food and cold beer! The price is depending of the
location and excl. groceries
Price: +/- € 25,- at a time

END TACKLE:
Handy to buy all your end-tackle here so you can see immediatly what you need on the boat.
Price: Depending what you want

RAPTOR RUBBER BIJBOOT VAN 3 METER:
If you want to use a more steady and bigger extra boat instead of our Fun Yak you can rent
our nice Raptor boat!
Price: € 70,-.

